RECOMMENDED WIRING HOOK UP FOR HONEYWELL L4081B DUAL AQUASTAT

(Standard on the Glenwood Boilers)

To Draft System on Door of Glenwood

To Add On Circulator (Between Glenwood and existing boiler)

Hi Limit, Set at 180°

Low Limit, Set at 180°

Jumper

110 V.A.C.

1 2 3 4

Existing Thermostat

Existing Relay

Low Voltage

Line Voltage

110 V.A.C. Supply

To Primary Circulator

*The primary circulator is the circulator which distributes the water to the radiators or heaters. Where zone valves are used, always use the zone which has the most potential of dissipating the heat.

HOOK UP FOR HIGH LIMIT AQUASTAT
(Activates primary* circulator on temp. rise)

*The primary circulator is the circulator which distributes the water to the radiators or heaters. Where zone valves are used, always use the zone which has the most potential of dissipating the heat.